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Video Surveillance
Digital Video Recorders

The First Step in
Digital Surveillance

Digia II DVR

Digital Video Solutions
Move Up to Digital Recording Without
Straining Your Budget
Professional Performance
at Entry-Level Cost
If you've put off buying a Digital
Video Recorder (DVR) because you
couldn't justify the cost, now is the
time to upgrade – with a Digia™ II
DVR. Our Digia video surveillance
platform can make your productivity
soar because its technology is faster,
more accurate, more versatile, and
in many ways simpler than that
of older video surveillance systems,
providing better security with less
effort. Plus, our systems are easy
to set up and work right out of the
box. Once you upgrade to a digital

system, you'll wonder why you didn't
replace your analog recording
equipment sooner.
Digia II MPEG-4 Digital Recorders
All three models of our Digia II digital
video recorders offer exceptional
value. Digia II comes in 4-, 9-, and
16-channel models that hold 30 days
or more of recorded video. They can
simultaneously view live images, play
stored files, and record new video. Our
digital technology also gives you the
convenience of remote configuration,
viewing, searching, and playback from
almost any computer with a LAN,
WAN, or Internet connection.

The Small-Business Solution with Big Features
Feature-rich for its price range and ready to work right out of the box, Digia II configures quickly and has a sensible
control layout. Its simple, sleek design incorporates serious performance, and is ideal for the following applications:

Convenience Stores

Gas Stations

Restaurants

Advanced Features
for Enhanced Security

Easy In, Easy Out
The Digia II DVR effortlessly integrates a variety of input
and output components, including:

DigiaCam Analog Cameras
Connect up to 16 cameras

Advanced Video Capabilities
Capture high quality video at
speeds up to 120 frames per
second. Watch live video or
playback recorded footage.

Alarm Sensors
Inputs can be used for a variety of
alarm devices

Audio Input/Audio Output
The Digia II features an audio input
and output

USB 2.0 Support
Export to a flash drive, external CD,
DVD or hard drive through a frontaccess USB port

Power, Size and Speed
Choose from a 160GB, 320GB
or 640GB (available only in
the 16-channel model) hard
drive. MPEG-4 file compression
maximizes drive capacity while
retaining image quality and
speeds streaming of video over
your network.

Alarm Indicators
Monitor alarm sensor status and
respond to alarm notifications
Monitors
Connect a VGA, or Composite BNC
monitor for playback and live viewing

Retail Businesses

Residential Users

Easy Access, Total Control
Digia Browser software, which
comes bundled with the Digia II,
puts you at the controls of a
remote computer with a simple
and secure browser-based
interface. Connect remotely with a
LAN, WAN or Internet connection.
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Uncompromising Quality and Expanding Possibilities
GE's Digia II family of digital video recorders are compatible
with all analog cameras and Digia Browser remote software
for the Digia platform.
Cameras
Seamless integration with our full line of fixed performance cameras,as well as the value-based DigiaCam.

Software
Digia II DVRs come with Digia Browser software, which
provides an “easy to use” browser interface.
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About GE's Security Business
GE Security, Inc., a wholly owned indirect subsidiary of the General Electric Company (NYSE: GE),
is a leading supplier of security and life safety technologies, with operations in more than 35
countries and $1.8 billion in annual revenue.
Leveraging a broad portfolio of advanced world-class technologies and best-in-class
partners, GE delivers real-world, end-to-end security solutions that help protect people,
assets and communities.
For additional information, please visit us online at
www.gesecurity.com, or call 888-GE-SECURITY (437-3287).
GE-Security, making the world safer.

GE Security products are available through a global network of Strategic Partners, Integrators,
Dealers and Distributors.
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